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To Die with the Buddha: The Brick Pagoda and Its Role in the Xuezhuang Tomb in Early 
Medieval China 
 
Jie Shi 
 
Abstract: The important late fifth- or early sixth-century brick tomb at Xuezhuang in Dengxian 
(Henan) features a brick form at the rear wall, which remained mysterious until it has recently 
been shown to represent a Buddhist pagoda. This discovery sheds light on the purpose of the 
burial chamber, featuring the novel combination of vaulted ceiling, colonnade, and pagoda, as 
simulating an Indian-derived Buddhist temple (caitya). To reinforce this Buddhist context, the 
burial chamber simultaneously imitates the structure of a Buddhist votive stele (zaoxiangbei 造
像碑), in which various Buddhist images, including the Buddha and bodhisattvas, apsaras, 
worshippers, and guardians, are carefully organized. The Xuezhuang tomb thus merges Buddhist 
structures with the traditional Chinese funerary structure, representing an entirely new manner in 
which funerary art and Buddhist art interacted with one another in early medieval China. While 
in earlier times Buddhist elements were subject to the unilaterally dominant funerary context, in 
the fifth to sixth centuries, as the importance of a specifically Buddhist context increased, the 
tomb occupant, whose coffin lay right before the pagoda, became an integral part of a simulated 
Buddhist structure as a worshipper symbolically poised to worship the pagoda or attend the 
“dead” Buddha in the concealed Buddhist “temple” that was the tomb. 
 
 
Résumé: La tombe importante, datant de la fin du ve siècle ou du début du vie, découverte à 
Xuezhang (Dengxian, Henan) comporte une forme en briques sur son mur postérieur dont on n’a 
montré que récemment qu’il s’agissait d’une pagode bouddhiste. Cette découverte éclaire l’objet 
de la chambre funéraire: la combinaison d’un plafond en voûte, d’une colonnade et d’une pagode 
évoque un temple bouddhiste de style indien (caitya). Renforçant encore ce contexte religieux, la 
chambre funéraire imite en même temps la structure d’une stèle votive bouddhiste (zaoxiangbei 
造像碑), dans laquelle les images du Bouddha, des bodhisattvas, des apsaras, des adorateurs et 
des gardiens sont soigneusement disposées. La tombe de Xuezhang combine de la sorte des 
structures bouddhistes et une structure funéraire chinoise traditionnelle; elle représente une 
manière entièrement nouvelle dans la Chine du début du Moyen Âge, dans laquelle interagissent 
l’art funéraire et l’art bouddhique. Alors qu’auparavant les éléments bouddhistes étaient 
subordonnés à un contexte exclusivement funéraire, aux ve-vie siècles le contexte 
spécifiquement bouddhique a gagné en importance; en conséquence, l’occupant de la tombe, 
dont le cercueil était placé directement devant la pagode, est devenu partie intégrante d’une 
structure bouddhique simulée en tant qu’adorateur placé symboliquement pour faire ses 
dévotions à la pagode, ou alors être au service du Bouddha “mort” dans le temple bouddhique 
caché qu’était devenue la tombe. 
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In 1958, in a small village called Xuezhuang 學莊 in Dengxian 鄧縣, in the south of 
Henan province, archaeologists opened a brick tomb that sheds light on a new kind of trans-
religious interaction between funerary art and Buddhist art, two of the most influential religious 
art traditions in early medieval China.1 
Oriented to the south with a slight angle toward the east, this tomb, though damaged and 
plundered, is among the largest and most lavishly decorated tombs known from the period. It 
consists of an elongated rectangular burial chamber that measures over six meters long, three 
meters wide, and three meters high, approached by a nearly four-meter- long passage, which is 
slightly narrower and lower than the burial cham- ber (Fig. 1). The façade boasts a beautiful 
polychrome wall painting, and the interior faces of the walls feature painted mould-impressed 
clay tiles bearing raised images. 
Based on the style of the architecture, the mural, the painted tiles, as well as the surviving 
grave goods, Su Bai 宿白 and Yang Hong 楊泓 have dated this tomb safely to no later than 548 
ce and no earlier than the first half of the fifth century.2 An ink inscription written in handsome 
running script on a longer side of a brick in the tomb mentions a military campaign, suggesting 
that the anonymous tomb occupant was a military official native to Wu 吳 prefecture in present-
day south Jiangsu province.3 
The damages inflicted on the tomb are considerable: The barrel- vaulted ceilings of the 
main chamber and the passage have collapsed; the floor and the brick platform beneath the coffin 
are shattered; more than half of the pictorial tiles have fallen or disappeared; the coffin and the 
physical remains in it have vanished. Nevertheless, with its major structure standing firm, this 
tomb has been considered, since the day of its discovery, a significant work of early medieval 
Chinese art. 
Despite a substantial amount of scholarship devoted to this tomb, including Annette 
Juliano’s monograph titled Teng-hsien: An Important Six Dynasties Tomb (1980), a brick 
structure set in the rear wall of the burial chamber has escaped scholars’ attention until quite 
recently. 
Partially damaged, this brick structure is made of two parts, one on top of the other (see 
Fig. 1). The lower part comprises two identical brick pillars standing side by side.4 Above the 
pillars rests the superstructure, which is built of nine alternate rows of bricks (one row laid 
lengthwise, the next widthwise) beneath a pinnacle that no longer exists.5 The over- all shape of 
the brick structure looks almost like a multi-stepped ziggurat: whereas the pillars below stand 
upright, the superstructure sharpens at the top to fit into the narrowing crest of the vault. Rather 
than being totally solid, the brick structure is in fact “porous,” interrupted by a regu- lar group of 
“holes”—spaces left unfilled by bricks—in the lengthwise rows. On each of these pierced rows, 
one larger hole in the shape of a ziggurat occupies the center, flanked symmetrically on both 
sides by two smaller rectangular ones. All these orchestrated details suggest a larger meaningful 
design. 
Such a stepped structure was not exceptional during the fourth to sixth centuries in south 
China. During the past five decades excavations of approximately thirty tombs near present-day 
Nanjing 南京, Jiangsu province, and Echeng 鄂城, Hubei province, have brought to light dozens 
of analogous brick structures, constructed in similar positions, like forms, and in similar burial 
chambers.6 Among them the one in the better-preserved Zelin 澤林 Tomb 5 near Echeng features 
a special trapezoid brick with a sharp tip and a wide base. This upwardly pointing brick 
simulates a slim triangular pinnacle that crowns a stepped brick structure, an architectural feature 
almost exclusive to Buddhist pagodas at that time.7 These new discoveries enable scholars to 
identify these brick structures as imitations of the pagoda. 
Although pagodas, as well as other Buddhist motifs, had already been introduced into 
Chinese tombs by the late second century,8 the brick pagodas at Xuezhuang and other related 
tombs are fundamentally different from all those predecessors. Unlike the previous pagodas, 
which were either individual images or objects, the brick pagodas that interest us were built as an 
integral part of and in a meaningful position in a larger architectural structure. Layered with 
regular bricks, the same used for constructing the tomb, this morphologically simple, basic 
structure occupied arguably the most important space in the tomb— the rear wall, which as the 
backdrop of the deceased’s coffin must have faced anyone who entered the tomb through the 
door.9 
But this discovery prompts a larger, previously unexplored question: what are these 
Buddhist pagodas doing in Chinese tombs? Being the Chinese version of Indian stūpas,10 the 
pagoda stood for the Buddha Śākyamuni’s body and personhood after his earthly death, or 
nirvāṇa, and therefore was extensively commissioned and worshipped by Buddhist laymen and 
monks.11 Meanwhile, tombs represented the final resting place of the deceased in the centuries-
long Chinese tradition of ancestral worship.12 How did the two different religious traditions 
coex- ist and interact with one another in the same architectural space? 
It appears that whereas Buddhist elements in early Chinese tombs, particularly those 
during the Eastern Han dynasty (25–220), appeared as individual motifs without a unified 
Buddhist context, the Xuezhuang pagoda in the Six Dynasties served as an organic part of a 
complex architectural space that simulated Buddhist structures, which were meshed with the 
traditional funerary structure to serve a complex pur- pose of the deceased.13 More specifically, 
the Xuezhuang tomb’s overall design, hinged upon the pagoda, organizes three artistic traditions 
in the tomb, including the exotic Indian-derived Buddhist temple, the Buddhist votive stele 
(zaoxiangbei 造像碑), and the decorated burial with wall paintings (bihuamu 壁畫墓) or mould-
impressed clay tiles (huaxiangzhuanmu 畫像磚墓). Unlike the Eastern Han Buddhist mo- 
tifs that were subdued to a dominantly funerary context,14 the Xue- zhuang brick pagoda plays a 
key role in a new kind of Buddhist intervention in the traditional Chinese religion of ancestral 
worship, situating the deceased in a definite Buddhist context and identifying him not only as a 
family ancestor but also as a disciple of the Buddha. 
Traditional formalism and iconography, though proven effective in the Eastern Han 
cases, tend to ignore the relationships between individual elements and therefore are insufficient 
to deal with the early medieval case.15 In what follows we focus instead on the embedded 
structures that encompass individual elements in the entire brick chamber, including architecture 
(of which the brick pagoda is a part), painting, and the deceased’s body. 
 
The Chamber as Buddhist Temple 
 
Instead of being an isolated Buddhist icon, the pagoda set in the rear wall of the 
Xuezhuang tomb is integral to a large architectural structure, which reflects its debt to the 
Buddhist temple in contemporary India.16 
 
 
  
The plinth of the pagoda formed of two brick pillars, as already men- tioned, is related to 
twenty-two brick pillars forming eleven facing pairs along the two side walls of the tomb (see 
Fig. 1). Each of these evenly spaced side pillars resembles the two rear pillars of the pagoda 
plinth in both form and structure, except for measuring a few inches narrower.17 The uniformity, 
consistency, and evenness of these pillars weaves the pagoda into a rectangular colonnade.18 
Although brick pillars had already made their appearance in Chinese tombs along the two 
side walls by the late second or early third century, they were used then for a different purpose: 
to reinforce the tomb structure, or, to divide the interior space into a front chamber (qianshi 前室
) and a back chamber (houshi 後室).19 The pillars in colonnades at Xuezhuang and other tombs 
during the fourth to fifth centuries, however, are significantly different. Each pair of the side 
pillars supports an arch as a rib of the barrel-vaulted ceiling; the tomb is no longer divided into 
front and rear chambers, but is a continuous colonnaded hall.20 As some architectural historians 
have observed, some of these tombs are so small that the arches spanning the pilasters “are 
structurally unnecessary” for the purpose of strengthening the tomb.21 Obviously, these pillars 
are just adornments for the interior of the tomb. 
The new pillars in colonnades coincided with the first emergence of the brick stūpa or 
pagoda at the rear wall of single-chamber tombs in the Echeng area. And during the early fifth 
century, as the Xuezhuang tomb shows, the brick pagoda began organically meshing into the col- 
onnade, with the rear pillars turned into a pagoda plinth, upon which the storeys and pinnacle 
stood.22 A better-preserved example of this new development is Zelin Tomb 6, in which the three 
major architectural elements, including the barrel-vaulted ceiling, the colonnade of pillars—in 
this case slightly battered—and the brick pagoda, remained in an intact unity when the tomb was 
excavated.23 
Although the combination of vaulted ceiling, colonnade, and pagoda was unknown in 
indigenous Chinese architecture prior to this period, it characterizes the Indian Buddhist temple 
called caitya (or, chaitya-hall, or, chetiya-ghara), a Buddhist temple with a stūpa inside.24 
Scholars have identified three major types of caityas in west and central India, among which the 
best-known is a group of apsidal rock temples constructed between 200 BCE and 200 ce.25 Cut 
into mountain cliffs in Bhājā, Kondane, Ajaṇṭā, and Pitalkhorā, these caityas are still open to 
Buddhist devotees for worshipping the stūpa.26 Imitating a wooden- structure archetype, a 
typical rock-cut cave caitya comprises an arched doorway, a rectangular barrel-vaulted hall 
(nave) in the front, and a small domed circular chamber housing a solid freestanding stūpa in the 
rear. While the spacious front hall accommodates worshippers during ritual gatherings, the rear 
chamber enshrines the cultic object.27 In the later basilica type of caityas in Bhājā, Ajaṇṭā, Nasik, 
Bedsā, and Kārlā, the interior of the apsidal temple is decorated by a colonnade of pillars from 
the side and the back (Fig. 2).28 Resting above the colonnade is a series of arches that 
symbolically support the ceiling. Although most Indian caityas are apsidal, the rear of these 
temples can be rectangular, too, reminiscent of the Xuezhuang tomb. Like the apsidal ones, each 
of these quadrangular caityas also enshrines a stūpa in the rear. It should be noted that later 
Indian caitya caves sometimes include a Buddha statue right in front of the stūpa (or carved into 
the front side of it).29 In this modified version, the Buddha image faces the worshipper as the 
main cultic image, which partially shadows the stūpa behind. The Buddha image, however, was 
somehow omitted at Xuezhuang, for reasons I will discuss later in this essay. 
Regardless of minor formal variations, three major structural similarities tie these Indian 
rock-cut Buddhist temples to the Chinese brick tombs represented by the Xuezhuang tomb: a 
single barrel-vaulted chamber with an elongated rectangular plan, a colonnade enclosed on all 
but the front sides, and a stūpa or pagoda in the rear. 
These cross-cultural similarities become more explicit when the Chinese brick tombs 
including the Xuezhuang tomb are compared to Indian freestanding brick caityas, which are even 
closer to the Chinese brick tombs in material, dating, size, and structure. The two apsidal shrines 
at Ter (or Tagara) and Chezārla (the Kapoteśvara temple) in south India are two such rare 
examples that stand firm on the ground till this day.30 Although Susan Huntington dates both 
buildings to about the third century, a few other scholars including Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, 
Percy Brown, and Adam Hardy prefer a relatively later date about the fifth or the early sixth 
century, which makes the two Indian shrines exactly contemporaneous with the Chinese tombs 
under discussion.31 Unlike most of their monumental rock-cut counterparts, these brick temples 
are relatively small, measuring about seven meters long, right about the average length of the 
Chinese brick tombs including the Xuezhuang tomb.32 In structure these brick caityas feature a 
barrel-vaulted ceiling, rounded at the rear end, a gabled-end of caitya-window form (façade), and 
walls decorated with simple pillars. A dominant opinion holds that each of the brick apsidal 
shrines before its later conversion to Hinduism once enshrined a Buddhist stūpa in the rear, like 
their rock-cut counter- parts introduced above.33 All of these characterize the Indian rock-cut 
Buddhist temples as well.34 
The front gabled-end of the Indian caityas illuminates a previously ignored detail of the 
painted façade at Xuezhuang that is otherwise difficult to interpret. In many Indian rock-cut 
caityas the ends of longitudinal beams, shaped like teeth, project and rest upon the tops of the 
two pillars of the door, forming a toothed arc. This functionally useless element reflects the 
intention of simulating a wooden-structure caitya (see Fig. 2).35 In the Xuezhuang tomb a typical 
toothed arc was reproduced faithfully on the outer arching of the façade, which is divided into 
five sections by four evenly spaced rectangular bars. Each of the bars consists of two connected, 
square, painted mould-impressed tiles decorated with flower patterns (Fig. 3). This distinct 
toothed arc, absent from early Chinese tombs or aboveground architecture to my knowledge, was 
most likely inspired, either directly or indirectly, by Indian caityas.36 
We can only speculate, however, on the route by which the Indian prototypes entered 
China, due to the current lack of archaeological evidence. Because such barrel-vaulted, 
colonnaded brick tombs with pagodas in the rear were exclusively located in or near such major 
metropolises as Wuchang 武昌 (25 miles to the west of Echeng, 260 miles to the southeast of 
Dengzhou) and Jiankang 建康 (present-day Nan-jing) in the middle and lower Yangzi River 
valleys, it is likely that the foreign model first reached the southeast coast of China by sea before 
it spread from there upstream along the Yangzi River.37 
The significance of the Xuezhuang and other tombs that imitate the exotic Buddhist 
temple must not be underestimated. Whereas during the Eastern Han dynasty tomb designers 
only selected individual Buddhist images, such as the Buddha, relics, white elephants, and 
pagodas, and inserted them into the tomb as decorations, the Xuezhuang designer turned the 
whole tomb into a Buddhist structure, in this case an Indian caitya, albeit with more or less 
modification. Through the transformation of the Indian prototype to the Chinese simulation, an 
initially aboveground structure was turned underground, and an open Buddhist temple became a 
concealed realm no one could access once the door had been closed.38 In doing so, the designer 
situated the deceased’s body within the Buddhist structure, where a Buddhist worship- per 
should normally be. 
This design renders the nature of the tomb chambers ambiguous. Were these brick 
structures meant to be Buddhist temples or burials? Which context was primary, the funerary one 
or the Buddhist one? If the chamber was primarily meant to be a hidden Buddhist temple, then 
the deceased was hardly the real master or occupant of the structure, which was dedicated to the 
Buddha. It seems that the familiar situation in pre- Buddhist China, in which a tomb was always 
the posthumous dwelling of the deceased, was in this early medieval case no longer an indisput- 
able fact. So was the dominance of funerary context. The Buddhist con- text becomes even 
stronger when it turns out, as we shall see in the following section, that the whole Xuezhuang 
tomb was simultaneously designed to simulate another popular Buddhist structure: the votive 
stele (zaoxiangbei). 
 
The Chamber as Simulated Buddhist “Stele” 
 
At Xuezhuang the brick pagoda was not only the focal point of the In- dic-derived 
Buddhist architectural structure but also the centerpiece of another sculptural structure that 
simulates a Buddhist votive stele. 
Buddhist votive steles became an artistic tradition in China no later than the late fourth 
century. Commissioned in the thousands, among which hundreds survive, these steles are largely 
formulaic in form, iconography, and structure. Shaped like a reversed letter U, these steles, 
carved in stone, are in fact sculptures with images or inscriptions on both sides. While the back 
side often bears minor engravings, the front side comprises a set of high-relief images positioned 
in a nearly triangle format.39 The center of these sculptures is always reserved for the main icon, 
a seated or standing Buddha highlighted by a radiating nimbus behind.40 He is surrounded by 
apsaras over his shoulders, bodhisattvas on his sides, and guardian lions, donors or worshippers, 
and such ritual objects as incense-burners (boshanlu 博山爐) or hu 壺 vases below his feet. 
The votive “stele” at Xuezhuang, however, is not so simple, because it is not a real 
sculpture, but rather a simulated one constituted jointly by three seemingly disparate components 
spread across the brick chamber: the mural painted in the front of the simulated temple, a group 
of painted tiles set in the walls, and the brick pagoda at the rear. As I will demonstrate below, to 
put all these components together and generate a unified image of a votive stele, the viewer must 
stand before the entrance to face it head on and take a so-called transparent view, which guides 
his or her eyes to penetrate the arched entrance through the nave until they reach the rear wall, 
projecting all the images imaginarily around the pagoda. 
To such a viewer, the mural, panted on the reversed U-shaped façade that embraces the 
entry hole, is the nearest component (Fig. 3, see Fig. 1). The mural’s arching contour clearly 
resembles the nimbus or aureole of a Buddhist votive stele. The curving painted band is divided 
into three levels by the four exotic “teeth” projecting inward from the outer rim of the arch, as 
discussed above. From top to bottom these levels are filled, respectively, by a monstrous head, 
two flying apsaras, and a pair of warriors. 
To better articulate the similarity, a concrete example is necessary. Among the uncovered 
Buddhist steles of this type, one commissioned by Sun Baoxi 孫寶禧 in the year 518 stands out 
as a close comparison to the Xuezhuang mural in both form and dating (Fig. 4).41 In this lime- 
stone sculpture, measuring 1.52 meters tall, roughly half the height of 
 
  
 
the Xuezhuang chamber, the Buddha stands in the middle with an arching aureole behind his 
back and a circular halo behind his head. The halo, in shape of a rosette, is held by a frontal-pose 
horned monster, identified as either dragon or Nāga, whose reversed Y-shaped tongue sticks out 
of its mouth and hooks up the upper outer rim of the halo. Below the dragon is a pair of apsaras 
flying above the Buddha’s shoulders, each holding offerings in their hands. Further below the 
apsaras two bodhisattvas flank the Buddha at both sides. 
At Xuezhuang, despite the omission of the central Buddha and the flanking bodhisattvas, 
the whole structure of a votive stele, also in shape of an arch, remains nevertheless complete. 
Three major elements take their respective positions: the monstrous head above, the flying ladies 
in the middle, and the flanking attendants or guardians below. 
The frontal-pose monstrous head at the top of the painted arch is almost immediately 
reminiscent of the zoomorphic mask called pushou 鋪首 or taotie 饕餮, a favorite motif in early 
and medieval Chinese art (see Fig. 4).42 It has a pair of red horns, two dark bulging eyes, and a 
maroon protruding snout, upon which a couple of white ribbon-shaped hairs curve upward. Used 
to ward off evil, this mask often decorated the doorway of tombs. The iconographies all derived 
from the Chinese ico- nography of the dragon, whose powerful wings could take the deceased’s 
souls up to heaven in the state of immortality.43 In an Indic context, however, this monster was 
akin to the serpent King Nāga. Legend has it that the Indic serpent demigod Nāga sheltered the 
Buddha Śākyamuni with his hood when the Buddha-to-be was meditating under the Bodhi 
tree.44 Perhaps a marriage of the two traditions, from the late fifth cen- tury onwards, 
representations of intertwining dragons holding the Bud- dha’s halo, or a canopy, umbrella, or 
roof of the tent that shelters the Buddha’s head, in their mouths or with their out-sticking tongues 
be- came widespread in all types of Buddhist sculptures, paintings, or cave temples in China. 
As a variation of the conventional Nāga or dragon motif, the zoomorphic head in the 
Xuezhuang mural holds a horizontal stick between its white, sharp fangs (see Fig. 3). Wound 
with brown ribbons, the stick with both ends decorated by rosettes is called sheng 勝, a Daoist 
token associated with immortality.45 The Chinese sheng was used to replace the Buddha’s halo 
(also rendered into a rosette), which clearly lost its raison d’être in the absence of the Buddha.46 
Below the monstrous head, the flying ladies are sinicized versions of Indian apsaras, or 
celestial dancers, whose iconography was introduced into China about the early fifth century.47 
Whereas in Indian mythology apsaras are demigods who entertain gods in the court of Indra, in 
China these graceful dancers were best known in the Buddhist context asheavenly people” 
(tianren 天人), who tossed auspicious flowers as a sign of blessing. In Buddhist context, it is 
related in the Vimalakīrti- nirdeśa-sūtra that the stimulating debate between Vimalakīrti and 
Mañjuśrī on the Buddhist Law attracted apsaras to scatter heavenly flowers over the bodhisattvas 
and major disciples.48 
Another example of Chinese intervention of the Buddhist structure, the warriors below 
the apsaras take the place of the bodhisattvas in a standard Buddhist votive stele (see Figs. 3, 4). 
Portrayed in three-quarter view, the two warriors form a strict pair of mirror images, both facing 
toward the entrance. With a broader face and flatter roof of the nose, they display typical Chinese 
physical features. In blue hats, brown armor, red robes, white pants, and black shoes 
characterized with an up- turned front end, their clothing is unmistakably Chinese, too. 
During this period, whereas warriors were usually portrayed with different physical 
features in funerary and Buddhist contexts, they played a common role as doorkeepers, and 
therefore occasionally became each other’s substitutes. By the early sixth century, almost 
identical Chinese- looking warriors with similar armor and with identical swords in their hands 
had become a regular motif to flank the entrance to Chinese tombs. Meanwhile, pairs of warriors 
(normally called Guardian Kings, Lokapālas, or in Chinese tianwang 天王) with non-Chinese 
physical features, including deep-set eyes and aquiline noses, guard the entranc- es to many 
Buddhist caves holding non-Chinese magic weapons. Al- though in most cases these two kinds 
of door guardians were not interchangeable, the Chinese guardians, as Li Song has discovered, 
make their appearance in at least one of the Buddhist caves at Maijishan 麥積 山 in present-day 
Tianshui 天水, Gansu province, dated likewise to the late fifth to early sixth centuries.49 As 
another example of synthesizing funerary and Buddhist art traditions, the Xuezhuang guardians 
probably functioned as the protectors of both a burial and a Buddhist sacred structure, in which 
the pagoda stood. 
Although the most important element in the votive stele, the Buddha (along with the 
attending bodhisattvas), is missing from the mural, this void in the entry hole is filled by the 
pagoda in a special perspective. If we imagine the mural projected horizontally onto the rear 
wall, the Buddha’s position is taken by the pagoda while the bodhisattvas are eclipsed by the 
warriors (Fig. 5). The arching contour of the façade merges perfectly with that of the nimbus 
attached to the back of the vo- tive stele (Fig. 5, see Figs. 1, 4). The equality between the Buddha 
and the pagoda was part of the Buddhist art tradition. It was common to use stūpas instead of 
Buddha images as the main cultic object in early Buddhist caitya temples and early bas-reliefs in 
India, such as those at Sāñchī, Bhārhut, and Nasik.50 A Chinese votive stele, dated perhaps to the 
late fifth century, bears a bas-relief of a three-story pagoda on its back side, while on its front 
side a seated Buddha is flanked on the left by a bodhisattva standing en face and on the right by 
another bodhisat- tva in profile.51 It seems that the artist of this stele creatively took advan- tage 
of the two sides of the nimbus to let both the pagoda and the Buddha image share the same 
dominant position without excluding either, although the pagoda remains in the rear, as does its 
counterpart at Xuezhuang.52 
This perspective, in which three-dimensional structures can be pro- jected onto two-
dimensional pictures, emerged in the Han dynasty and became common in the early medieval 
Chinese visual habit.53 By imagining oneself as seeing through the picture plane and reaching 
things behind it, the informed viewer can assemble the visible and invisible things together 
cognitively and construct an imaginary picture of all things projected onto their relative, right 
positions. 
This transparent view, which reduces the depth of the architectural space to zero, stitches 
together the rear pagoda and the front mural with the middle Buddhist-themed images painted on 
mould-impressed tiles set in the side walls at Xuezhuang. Although upon discovery a number of 
the Xuezhuang painted tiles were out of place, either fallen onto the floor or permanently missing 
due to robbery, once the displaced tiles are put back in their original locations, they too fit into 
the simulated votive “stele” in the transparent view. 
According to my reconstruction, explained in the Appendix, the Buddhist images along 
the walls fall into a rather fixed structure. 
At the top level a tile of two confronting dragons, an iconographic equivalent to the 
monstrous head, appears in the north end of the upper register of the east wall, close to the 
pagoda.54 Three tiles of apsaras are symmetrically set in the upper register of the east and west 
pillars. Among them, two clearly form a pair: one represents two apsaras face- to-face flanking a 
hu vase, and the other depicts almost identical apsaras in an identical pose, only to flank an 
incense-burner on a lotus throne.55 The third tile (with inscription tianren 天人) shows a couple 
of apsaras, one beating a drum and the other dancing.56 Because ap- saras usually appear in pairs, 
it is reasonable to assume that a fourth brick might have once existed. 
At the bottom level are the images of twenty-six identical warriors. Set in the lowest level 
of all pillars in the east, west, and north (rear) walls, these mould-impressed warriors display 
almost identical bodily features and costumes with those of the painted ones in the front mural, 
except for the total frontal view.57 
The regulation becomes easy to understand in the transparent view that projects all 
images across the nave onto the rear wall. The Buddhist- themed tiles work in tandem with the 
front mural and the rear pagoda to simulate a votive stele. The apsaras and dragons fly above; the 
warriors guard below. Their symmetrical positions along the side walls fol- low the central axis 
of the tomb, which runs between the front mural and the rear pagoda. Maned lions (simha), 
missing from the mural but engraved on the plinth of the 518 stele below the Buddha, are 
substituted by the two painted tiles of confronting lions set respectively in the first pair of pillars 
in the passageway (see Figs. 4, 5).58 Derived from the Iranian-Indian tradition as a symbol for the 
regality, strength, and power of the Buddha, lions were another constant motif in votive steles.59 
As- suming the walls became transparent, the lions would appear as if crouching at the two sides 
of the entrance in a symmetrical manner, reminiscent of the lions below the Buddhist votive stele 
(see Fig. 4). 
In the transparent view another element—the worshipper—present in the 518 and many 
other Buddhist votive steles can be identified in the Xuezhuang chamber. The position of the 
worshippers engraved below the main Buddha on the plinth of the stele is taken by the 
deceased’s coffin laid on the floor in front of the rear wall (Fig. 5, see Figs. 1, 4). In this way the 
artist has literally situated the deceased as a worshipper before the pagoda, though in a 
recumbent position rather than kneeling or sitting as normally represented in real votive steles. 
However, a few other elements have been displaced so much that they require more 
imagination to be restored to the simulated votive “stele.” For example, the incense burner 
carved on the plinth of the 518 stele echoes the identical boshanlu held in the hands of two 
attendants in a tile from Xuezhuang.60 What’s more, images of numerous lotus flowers, symbols 
of fortune, purity, enlightenment, and rebirth in Buddhism, bloom in various forms everywhere 
on the mural and tiles across the tomb chamber, as they do in many votive steles.61 Due to the 
disrup- tion of the tomb, a majority of the burial objects have been lost, making it impossible to 
assess their roles in the simulated votive “stele.” However, the major elements of an imagined 
votive stele are included in the simulated caitya approximately in their right places. 
The transparent view, which allows the viewer’s eyes to travel through this simulated 
Buddhist temple, generates a unified image of an imaginary votive stele by convening and 
superimposing images from different vertical sections along the side walls (Fig. 6).62 This view 
compresses a deep architectural space—the simulated Buddhist hall—into a relatively shallow 
pictorial space—the votive stele. From a reversed point of view, it is also valid to argue that the 
artist might have horizontally stretched a real votive stele lengthwise to fit it into the elongated 
caitya hall. Both views are of equal value in terms of perceptual conversion between three-
dimensional and two-dimensional spaces. In any event, all Buddhist structures, including the 
simulated caitya hall and votive “stele,” are directionless: they are symmetrical between the left 
and the right of the vertical central axis of the rear pagoda. This absolute symmetry conveys a 
sense of solemnity, stability, and changelessness that might evoke religious awe in the Buddhist 
mind. 
One may wonder why the designer took so much trouble to make such a complex 
simulated “stele” without considering some other alter- natives. For example, it would have been 
much simpler to directly insert an image of a votive stele, or even a genuine piece, into the 
chamber. The decision probably betrays the designer’s intention of transforming the whole 
underground brick chamber into a virtual votive stele, for in this way the deceased’s body would 
be situated within the Buddhist stele and be part of it. But if the brick chamber had to simulate 
both a Buddhist temple and a votive stele, an obvious morphological gap needs to be bridged, 
because while the former is a deep horizontal structure that opens in the front and that ends with 
the pagoda at the rear, the latter is a relatively flat vertical structure constructed around a Buddha 
image in the center. To bridge it, such stretching and distortion as discussed above is inevitable. 
Eventually, the complex simulation must be activated through the viewer’s informed 
penetrating eyes, which would assemble the rear pagoda, the images in the mural and along the 
walls into a three-dimensional simulation of a Buddhist votive stele, with the Buddha being re- 
placed by the pagoda, and the deceased being situated as if worshipping the pagoda in a 
simulated Buddhist temple. 
 
The Pagoda: Imperishable Body of the Buddha 
 
Being integral to the larger Buddhist visual structures at Xuezhuang, the brick pagoda 
had a definite Buddhist meaning, unlike the decontextualized Buddhist-looking images in 
Eastern Han tombs. Yet the Buddhist simulations per se do not answer the following question: if 
in the transparent view the Buddha image in the sculptural space must conflict with the pagoda in 
the architectural space, then what makes the pagoda rather than the Buddha image dominant? 
This question echoes with the previous problem in the architectural space: why did not the 
Xuezhuang designer follow some later caityas by including a Buddha image in front of the stūpa 
or pagoda?63 It must be noted again that Buddhist icons were introduced into Chinese tombs 
already in the late second century, and during the fifth to sixth centuries various Buddhist icons 
had al- ready dominated Chinese Buddhist caves and probably temples. These facts made the 
triumph of the seemingly outdated aniconic pagoda and the rejection of the fashionable Buddha 
image even more puzzling. 
What fundamentally distinguishes the stūpa or pagoda from a Bud- dhist icon is the 
former’s metaphysical nature as the imperishable Dhar- ma body of the Buddha. 
Although the idea that the stūpa represents the Buddha was not new, it acquired a certain 
metaphysical meaning for a school of sutra exegetes in China known as “lecturers of nirvāṇa” 
(niepanshi 涅槃師), who ascended the stage of Chinese Buddhist history about the late fourth 
and early fifth centuries. It was also during this period that the Mahāparinirvāṇa-sūtra 
(Daboniepanjing 大般若涅槃經), the major canon of the nirvāṇa school, became widespread in 
China.64 To the nirvāṇa school, the cult of the stūpa after the earthly death of the Bud- dha 
Śākyamuni was vital, for the stūpa containing the relics of the Bud- dha was more than a symbol 
in memory of Śākyamuni; it was the imperishable Buddha or Dharma Body ( fashen 法身) that 
permanently dwells and never changes.65 The nirvāṇa teaching was extensively preached along 
the Yangzi Riv- er valley throughout the Southern Dynasties (420–589). As many as forty-seven 
Buddhist exegetes called sutra masters ( jingshi 經師) are recorded as having notably preached 
the nirvāṇa doctrine during this period. At least two of them were monastery abbots based in 
Jingzhou 荊州 prefecture, where Xuezhuang was located.66 
The pagoda was not only considered the permanent Buddha but also, different from other 
Buddhist symbols such as the bodhi-tree, the wheel, or the footprint, was a physical marker of 
the burial. In India as early as the Vedic Age stūpas were built to house the physical remains of 
venerated lords or sages. Archaeologically, early Indian uses of stūpas for cremation burials date 
from the late second millennium BCE, long before Buddhism was born, and continued into the 
Buddhist era.67 After the death of Śākyamuni, stūpas that reputedly contained his relics were 
constructed in memory of him throughout the Buddhist world. Because the pagoda was a burial 
marker, it could fit into the Chinese funerary structure more harmoniously than a Buddha image 
could. 
The idea of the permanent Buddha embodied by a funerary marker coheres perfectly with 
the traditional Chinese belief in “posthumous immortality” in the tomb.68 After a person dies, he 
or she would be eventually rewarded with what had not been achieved in life: becoming 
deathless by means of art, which portrays him or her as immortal. In Han tombs, numerous 
paintings and stone carvings portrayed the tomb occupants as riding dragons, phoenixes, or 
airborne chariots to paradise, where deathless deities or Immortals such as the Queen Mother of 
the West (Xiwangmu 西王母) resided.69 With the interred pagoda, both the Buddha and the 
deceased become immortal side-by-side in the simulated Buddhist hall as burial. 
 
The Chamber as Traditional Chinese Burial 
 
At Xuezhuang the funerary structure, which overlaps with the Buddhist architectural and 
sculptural structures, maintained the underground brick chamber as a traditional burial that 
focused on the deceased’s rather than the Buddha’s being. The funerary structure at Xuezhuang 
includes a group of painted tiles set in the walls, which goes beyond the Buddhist category and 
belongs in the centuries-long Chinese tradition of funerary art culminating in the Han dynasty. 
The tiles can be divided into two subgroups. The virtuous paragons, sometimes called “historical 
illustrations” (lishi gushi 歷 史故事) by art historians, are set symmetrically on the two side-
walls toward the rear of the chamber; a ceremonial procession advancing from the rear to the 
front along the side-walls suggests a dynamic out- bound movement. 
The first group of historical illustrations combines popular pictorial motifs familiar in the 
fifth and sixth centuries in Chinese tombs, both north and south. The extant three pieces in this 
group at Xuezhuang include two narrative illustrations of Guo Ju 郭巨 and Laolaizi 老萊子 
and another of the “Four Greybeards from South Mountain” (Nanshan sihao 南山四皓).70 These 
first two stories portray two extraordinarily filial paragons, who famously served their parents 
and were especially welcome in the territory of Northern Wei, whose emperors promoted filial 
piety as state ideology.71 One tile represents Guo Ju, who, plagued by poverty, decided to bury 
his little son alive in order to save his limited food to feed his mother; the other depicts Laolaizi, 
who in old age dressed himself as a cute young child to amuse his elderly parents.72 The third 
illustration is of the Four Greybeards, a model of both good public service and reclusion.73 Once 
advising Emperor Hui of the Western Han, these politically wise men later became Daoist 
sages.74 In both northern and southern tombs, these virtuous paragons are always positioned on 
the side walls to flank the deceased’s body.75 At Xuezhuang, in a similar 
 
 
  
 
fashion, they stay close to the deceased’s coffin and perhaps refer to the tomb occupant’s moral 
identification. 
Accompanying the deceased with moral exemplars was a legacy of the funerary art of the 
Han dynasty.76 A distinguished Confucian scholar named Zhao Qi 趙岐 (108–201), while 
preparing for his own burial, is said to have painted images of four Confucian personalities, 
including Ji Zha 季札, Zichan 子產, Yan Ying 晏嬰, and Shuxiang 叔向, next to his 
own portrait.77 This idea of paralleling (i.e., identifying) virtuous para- gons with the deceased 
continued into the sixth century.78 
The second group of non-Buddhist images at Xuezhuang, the out- bound procession set 
in the two side walls, was one of the most tradi- tional motifs in Chinese funerary art. Split into 
two parallel arrays along the two walls, the procession, guided by the Four Directional Deities 
(sishen 四神), marches away from the coffin toward the chamber’s entrance. At the center of the 
procession are unoccupied ox-carts and rid- erless horses, which were supposed to carry the 
invisible souls of the deceased (Fig. 7, see also Appendix).79 
The Four Directional Gods, symbolized by the Green Dragon of the East, the White Tiger 
of the West, the Dark Warrior of the North, and the Red Bird of the South, had remained a 
regular motif in Chinese tombs since the Western Han as guardians of the four cardinal 
directions and protectors of the afterlife.80 The winged dragon and tiger roam fero- ciously 
among the clouds toward the entrance in a dynamic movement on the two side walls.81 The Dark 
Warrior, portrayed as a turtle wound round with a snake, is set in the rear wall directly above the 
front-pose warriors (see Appendix).82 The winged unicorn (by inscription qilin 騏 驎), though 
not one of the Four Directional Gods, was often added to 
the group as representing the center direction, to form the so-called Five Spirits (wuling 五靈).83 
Led by these supernatural deities are members of a magnificent pro- cession, which 
includes soldiers, musicians, dancers, offering holders, horse grooms, palanquin-carriers, ox-cart 
drivers, and others seeming to accompany the deceased’s soul on an outing. 
The soldiers wearing small hats or kerchiefs, flared sleeves, and bell- bottomed pants, all 
march on foot in straight columns. One tile represents four soldiers in one line, carrying swords 
or bows on their left shoulders or holding shields in their right hands. Another tile divides into 
two lines four identical-looking soldiers, each armed with a stick in the right hand while 
stretching the left arm forward with palm turned outward. It is probable that these armed persons 
were to be thought of as policing the way. Earlier archetypes of such soldiers were painted in 
Anak Tomb 3 in present-day Hwanghaenamedo, North Korea, dated to the mid-fourth century. 
In a large polychrome wall painting represent- ing an outbound procession on the eastern wall of 
the tomb’s rear cham- ber, the central carriage of the tomb occupant is under the escort of a large 
group of soldiers marching in columns while carrying swords, shields, bows, or banners on their 
shoulders. The soldiers’ military gear and physical postures all resemble their counterparts at 
Xuezhuang.84 
The musicians, dressed in a similar manner as the soldiers, parade while performing. In 
one tile, five musicians are lined up playing the flute, the piccolo, and a long curving pipe. In a 
second tile, another group of four players wear flat circular drums attached to their waists. Each 
holds a drumstick in his right hand and a third object with a long handle and a bulging head—
perhaps a rattle-drum—in his left hand. Often seen as members of the funerary procession, such 
wind and percussion (guchui 鼓吹) musicians were common motifs in contemporary Chinese 
tombs in both the north and the south.85 The dancing performance in a third tile is led by a 
bearded man in a long robe stomp- ing the ground while brandishing a fan with his left hand and 
a tasseled cane with his right. Behind him stand an array of four people, one holding a feathered 
fan, and others making gestures. 
There are also tiles that represent attendants holding ritual offerings, including canopies 
and incense-burners with opened-up lids, a traditional funerary motif that is known from as early 
as the first century BCE.86 And others are carrying personal paraphernalia such as a feathered 
fan, a folded cushion or mat, and other unidentifiable small portable items. Similar objects 
appear in the hands of attendants following a male master on an outing, portrayed in a decorated 
brick tomb at Tian-shecun 田舍村, in present-day Changzhou, Jiangsu province.87 
In the entire Xuezhuang procession what directly addresses the de- ceased includes 
several tiles of unoccupied ox-carts, empty palanquins, and riderless horses led by grooms.88 
Oriented to the outside of the buri- al, these empty vehicles and horses, as forms of the mobile 
“spirit seat,” provide transportation for the deceased in the afterlife.89 The empty positions 
presumably allude to the invisible being of deceased ancestors, as believed among people of the 
time.90 Such paired images of the riderless horse and ox-cart, which did not gain popularity in 
tombs until the post-Han era, made their first appearances in Eastern Han funerary bas- reliefs.91 
With the systematic introduction of the funerary motifs along the walls, the designer’s 
intention is unmistakable: to decorate the brick structure at Xuezhuang as a traditional Chinese 
burial. Thus the conventional organization of the images was strictly followed. For example, the 
virtuous paragons appear, as always, at the rear of the side walls to flank the deceased’s coffin; 
the Dark Warrior in the North, corresponding to the Back (houfang 後方) in the Chinese system 
of directions, is set in the rear wall (see Appendix, Diagram 2).92 
The tradition of Chinese funerary art that served ancestral worship for centuries was not 
pushed aside by the Buddhist structures, but remained as a parallel theme at Xuezhuang. To the 
deceased, his postmortem identification was complex. Attending the Buddha in an outlandish 
space was only half of the story; being an ancestor with power, glory, and virtue—as the 
processions and exemplary paragons display—in the underworld was the other half. In this view, 
we can see that the tomb at Xuezhuang was made neither merely for Buddhist worship as a 
caitya or a votive stele, nor exclusively for the ancestral cult as a traditional tomb, but is of a 
mixed, perhaps we can say “interspatial,” nature, both in architectural and pictorial terms.93 It is 
probably one of the first examples in Chinese history in which the two religious practices are 
seen to inter- act with each other on an equal basis by means of art. 
The double purpose made the stūpa or pagoda a perfect intersection of the Buddhist and 
the funerary traditions, for it made great sense to install a funerary marker and posthumous 
symbol of the Buddha into an underground structure that was both a Buddhist sacred space and a 
traditional burial. 
 
The Immortal Ancestor Venerating the Immortal Buddha 
 
At Xuezhuang, in spite of the fact that the funerary and the Buddhist structures stand in 
stark opposition to one another in terms of visual logic, they mesh together to serve a complex 
purpose. 
Whereas all Buddhist-themed tiles including those of twin lions, twin dragons, and paired 
apsaras, as well as the brick pagoda, embrace symmetrical compositions without pointing to one 
direction, all the figures in the funerary tiles, except the narrative illustrations of the virtuous 
paragons, are oriented either leftward or rightward. Whereas the symmetrical Buddhist structures 
converge toward a vertical central axis running between the peak of the vaulted ceiling and the 
floor, the funerary structure points horizontally to the entrance. Whereas the Buddhist structures 
are essentially static and atemporal, the funerary structure with the procession implies movement 
and time. The almost total contradiction in visual logic ultimately derives from the structural and 
com- positional difference between Buddhist temples and traditional Chinese burials. 
However, in a couple of places the parallel Buddhist and funerary structures mesh with 
each other. One of these occurs in the front. As the warriors protect the entry into both the 
Buddhist and the funerary structures, they also replace the attending bodhisattvas in the 
simulated Buddhist votive “stele” (see Figs. 3, 4). 
And the other, more important locale where the Buddhist and funerary structures join 
together is the now totally disintegrated coffin once containing the deceased’s body, because the 
coffin took a double position in containing the Buddhist worshipper who lay before the pagoda 
in the simulated votive “stele,” and being the seat of the ancestor (wei 位) in the funerary 
structure.94 The double position overlaps the two subjective centers at Xuezhuang: the pagoda (as 
the body of the Buddha) and the deceased’s body. The aniconic pagoda dominates the Buddhist 
worship and commands other Buddhist motifs set in the walls. Lying humbly low before the 
pagoda, meanwhile, the deceased’s body commands all the non-Buddhist images that either flank 
or depart from it. Physically adjacent to each other, the two centers are organically bound 
together as the worshipped, namely the Buddha, and as the worshipper(s), or the deceased, in the 
Buddhist structure. 
But what does it mean to have the deceased’s body lie before the stūpa or pagoda in the 
tomb, which was supposed to be the deceased’s posthumous home? I suggest that this design 
welded together two popular beliefs at the time, one in the posthumous meeting of the deceased 
with the Buddha, and one in the stūpa or pagoda as the imperishable Buddha in the state of 
nirvāṇa, which corresponds to the traditional Chinese understanding of death and immortality. 
Ancestors and the Buddha were related concepts in early medieval China. During the 
fifth to sixth centuries, people widely hoped that they would attend the audience of the Buddha 
after death. Numerous inscriptions made in contemporary Buddhist votive steles express this 
popular belief. In the concluding prayer of the inscriptions, the patrons usually wish their 
deceased parents to be reborn in “the wonderful and happy land in the West” (xifang miaole 
guotu 西方妙樂國土), a paradise where they would “constantly meet with the Buddha” (chang 
yu fo hui 常與佛會), that is, Amitābha, the principal buddha of the Pure Land sect.95 Because 
this must happen in the Western paradise, an alien place outside of China, it was clearly 
unrealistic and fantastic. But an exotic burial, such as the Xuezhuang tomb, that housed both the 
Buddha and the deceased as worshipper precisely turned such a fantasy into reality. 
The idea of posthumous meeting with Amitābha stated in the votive inscriptions was 
known to and perhaps even shared by the designer of the Xuezhuang tomb,96 located in the 
region of Xiangyang 襄陽, a prosperous center for Buddhism during the Six Dynasties.97 Only 
100 miles to the north of Xuezhuang is Luoyang 洛陽, the second capital of the Northern Wei, 
which was a national center for making Buddhist votive steles with such wishful inscriptions 
during the early sixth century.98 As both Yang and Juliano have observed, many Buddhist 
elements in the Xuezhuang tomb were derived from Longmen 龍門 near Luoyang, where 
numerous Buddhist cave temples were constructed about the same time.99 
 
Conclusion 
 
Let me conclude by emphasizing two significant points. The first is historical. The 
Xuezhuang tomb represents a new concept of trans-religious interaction between Buddhism and 
ancestral worship in early medieval China. During the Eastern Han, individual Buddhist 
elements were subordinate to the tomb predominantly conceptualized as the deceased’s secular 
happy home under a sacred heaven inhabited by gods in an everlasting other world. At 
Xuezhuang, this unified cosmic picture of “heaven, earth, and people” was broken, as the 
deceased was situated as a worshipper before the pagoda, the permanent Buddha, in his burial. 
The new intervention of a Buddhist context challenges our convention- al ideas of Chinese 
tombs: the tomb occupant now is no longer the sole host in the underground brick structure (as 
his posthumous home), because he is also a guest in a simulated Buddhist structure. 
Although brick pillared tombs went out of fashion after the sixth century, the idea of 
including brick pagodas in the tomb architecture did not die with it. For example, a mid-Tang 
brick tomb excavated in 1998 in Beijing, dated to 759, contains a high-relief pagoda in the west 
wall, which suggests a renewal of this practice.100 Similar efforts of synthesizing Buddhist and 
funerary structures through architecture and its material content revived in north China during 
the tenth to eleventh centuries.101 These later examples, I believe, derive their conceptual basis 
ultimately from the Xuezhuang and other similar tombs from the early medieval period. 
The second point concerns methodology. By demonstrating how Buddhist and funerary 
conventions unite in one physical space that we conventionally call a “tomb,” this essay sets its 
analytical focus on the arrangement of the ensemble of material and visual motifs in the 
architectural space rather than on a few so-called Buddhist elements in Chinese tombs. The 
structural logic embedded in the tomb design demonstrates how traditional Chinese eyes, 
oriented in the “transparent view,” were inclined to situate either Buddhist or funerary motifs in 
larger spatial settings I have called “structures.” Thus the architectural space was not an empty 
gallery to contain images as collected exhibits. Quite contrary to this modern museum habit of 
thinking, the Xuezhuang space was dependent on Buddhist and funerary elements and was 
collectively shaped by them. The interspatial nature makes the tomb an ideal site for realizing the 
deceased’s complex identification in the after- life. 
The deceased person at Xuezhuang, whose physical remains and epitaph have not 
survived, might have been a devout Buddhist believer, who resorted to art to fulfill a last dream: 
to die with the Buddha. This proposition has two implications. On the one hand, it means both 
the tomb occupant and the Buddha, symbolized by the pagoda, were dead. But on the other hand, 
they must stay immortal together and forever. After the tomb was built, the coffin laid, and the 
door shut, the clock in the brick chamber stopped ticking in the middle of a never-ending 
meeting between the Buddha and his faithful disciple in the fantastic underground space shared 
by them both. 
 
 
 
Appendix: Reconstruction of Painted Tiles in the Walls 
 
My reconstruction is conducted on the basis of the following principles. (1) Among the surviving 
tiles, almost all human figures, animals, and vehicles on the non-Buddhist tiles bear a definite 
direction or facing, either leftward or rightward.102 For example, all the images on the surviving 
tiles set in the east wall are turned to the right and thus oriented toward the tomb entrance (see 
Diagram 1). The consistent outward facing in tombs during this period suggests that those 
images set in the west wall should have been oriented uniformly to the left, also in the direction 
of the entrance. The excavators of two other relatively well- preserved tombs have noted that in 
the intact pictorial tiles the figures all “face the tomb entrance.”103 This norm enables us to 
identify in which walls the displaced tiles were initially set. 
 
(2) The surviving tiles in the walls demonstrate a strong symmetrical order. For example, in the 
first pair of pillars erected just inside the entrance in the passageway a tile bearing the image of 
two confronting lions in the east mirrors precisely its counterpart set in the west. Else- where, the 
tiles of ox-carts in the ninth pair of pillars follow the same rule. Such a symmetrical arrangement 
of tiles was customary in contemporaneous tombs, including the imperial southern Qi 齊 (479–
502) tombs, as Diagram 1 shows.104 It can be reasonably assumed that the tiles in the Xuezhuang 
tomb should have followed the same symmetrical pattern. 
 
(3) Contemporaneous tombs such as the Southern Qi imperial tombs again offer parallels as to 
how these images should be organized. Set in the side walls of the passageway are pairs of lions 
and guardians; in the main chamber earthly processions including footed warriors, atten- dants 
carrying (ritual) objects, and groups of musicians appear in the lower register, while celestial 
figures including the Four Directional Dei- ties (sishen), apsaras, and virtuous paragons occupy 
the top register. This general arrangement of the ensemble of tiles, I assume, was like- wise 
followed at Xuezhuang. Following these three principles, the damaged Xuezhuang walls can be 
tentatively restored as in Diagram 2.105 
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